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The Natural Benefactors of Miyazaki’s Universe
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www.academymuseum.org/en/

• Dated, timed entry to the museum must be reserved online, in advance
• 17 and under Free! (but you still need a reserved ticket)
• Adult $25, $Senior $19, College Student $15

The exhibition is
located on the 4th
floor of the Academy
Museum.

3

It covers all of Hayao
Miyazaki’s television
and film work, and
some of the other
Studio Ghibli work as
well.
This is a rough, notto-scale layout of the
exhibition and its
highlights.

Exit

Entrance

** Enter **

Like Mei,
follow the tunnel to
an enchanted world

View original and reproduced
cels from Miyazaki’s works,
beginning with television shows
Heidi and Future Boy Conan, and
continuing on through his
feature-length films.

Manga, shows, and films often depict scenes with Human vs. Nature theme
• Humans take advantage of nature and her
multitude of resources
Geomagnetic weapons
vs.
Earth

• Problems result from human greed or
blindness to Nature’s “rights”

Future Boy Conan
Gluttony & Greed

The Toxic Jungle

vs.

vs. Survivors

Natural Spirits

Nausicaä of the Valley of
the Wind

Spirited Away

• In spite of human frailties, Nature remains
beneficent and helps restore the balance
destroyed by mankind
Iron Mining

Army

vs.

vs.

Forest Guardians

Volucite Crystal

Princess Mononoke

Laputa: Castle in the Sky

• A view of the world that goes beyond simple
family entertainment (Napier 6)

Future Boy Conan
Hayao Miyazaki’s Directorial Debut

Geomagnetic weapons, even more powerful
than their nuclear predecessors, had leveled
entire continents in an instant.

Human greed has polluted the waters around
Industria, a city of corrupt political entities
seeking to harness solar energy for their own
malicious purposes.

In spite of humanity’s destruction
Nature comes to the aid of those who won’t abuse her gifts

The birds communicate telepathically with
Lana, ensuring the bond between her and
her grandfather doesn’t break.

Though humans created the war that ended civilization as
they knew it, their spaceship ultimately pierces the ground,
providing fresh water, which ensures their survival.

The sea swallows the selfish city
of Industria, laying to waste
those who would utilize her gifts
for their own ends

Creates a glorious new continent Conan can see his spaceship hut
atop the “new” Remnant Island. The
grateful survivors will begin anew

Nature metes out her own brand of justice

Nausicaä of the Valley
of the Wind

Nausicaä

Room 2 of the exhibition

•

As in Future Boy Conan, mankind has
caused his own downfall via world war

•

The Sea of Corruption spreads miasma

•

Forcing all to wear masks to breathe

Nausicaä travels beyond her Valley, witnessing the
destruction wrought by her antecedents

Initial imageboard showing Nausicaä trying
to calm an angry Ohm..

Spores and miasma have swallowed up the former town as
the Sea of Decay leaves destruction in its wake

The Tolmekians use a baby ohm as bait, angering the entire herd
The angry ohms stampede the Valley

The injured baby ohm lures the herd

Nausicaä witnesses the stampede and vows to save the Valley.

Nausicaä returns the baby ohm to the herd

Standing bravely before the stampeding
ohms, Nausicaä gives the baby ohm back…

…sacrificing herself in the process

The ohms revive Nausicaä

•

Realizing Nausicaä was returning the
baby, the herd brings her back to life

•
•
•

Clad in blue, amidst a field of gold
The ohm help fulfill the prophecy
Nature provides for those who
unselfishly pay homage to her

The wind returns to the
Valley, bringing hope.

The image of the ohm, Nausicaä,
and the villagers, depicts a society
now willing to respect Nature and
live with her, not act against her.

Nature forgives and provides, once lessons are learned

Laputa: Castle in the
Sky

Sheeta

Lusheeta Toel Ul Laputa
(Toel – True, Ul – Ruler
Laputian translation)

•
•

Laputian by birth, but naively unaware of the crystal’s power
Sheeta knows she is in danger, but does not understand why

•

Uncle Pom tells Sheeta her crystal is made of volucite and
that its power can bring both happiness and misery
Sheeta knows instinctively she must protect the crystal from
those who are after her

•

The greedy gangs who chase the volucite crystal for their own ends
Muska

Dola and her pirate sons

Want the stone’s power for themselves

Following Muska’s orders,
but believe they are in control

The Army

Laputian by birth
Understands the stone’s power
Wants it to rule the world

Unaware they are pawns
in Muska’s game

Laputa

•

The crystal guides them to Laputa

•

An Edenic, unspoiled environment

Room 3 of the exhibition

Comeuppance

•
•

Muska declares himself King
Shows his true intent by killing
the Army

•
•

Pazu & Sheeta stop Muska
They chant the spell of
destruction, blowing up
Laputa

As the spell shatters Laputa’s outer shell, Muska is blinded and falls to his death

The roots save Sheeta & Pazu –
Nature protects the unselfish duo

They watch from the safety of the kite, as
Laputa, freed from the corruption of hoarded
knowledge, floats away from human
intervention, once again an Edenic presence

Sheeta & Pazu were willing to sacrifice themselves
As in Nausicaä, Nature rewards altruism

Ashitaka

Room 1 of the exhibition

Princess Mononoke
•

Nago – Changed from God to Demon with
an iron pellet from Lady Eboshi’s gun

•

Infects Ashitaka

•

Ashitaka sacrifices his future to save the
forest and Lady Eboshi

San/Princess Mononoke

•

Raised by wolves, San despises
humans and the destruction they bring

•
•
•

Vows to kill Lady Eboshi
Remains faithful to the boar clan
Prioritizes the forest and its creatures

Room 1 of the exhibition

• Strip miner, Lady Eboshi, plots with
Jigo to shoot the Deer-God and
deliver his head to the Emperor
• This causes the death of the forest
and all the kodama

The Deer-God and Kodama protect the forest

As is often the case in Miyazaki’s films, Nature forgives
providing the unselfish with a new beginning

•
•
•

Ashitaka and San return the Deer-God’s head to him
Altruistically, the Deer-God regenerates the forest before he dies
A lone kodama is seen watching the newly restored forest as the film closes

Chihiro

Spirited Away
•

Chihiro’s parents indulge their gluttony

Sen
•

Yubaba turns them into pigs

Kamaji helps Chihiro

Haku protects Chihiro
• Finding Chihiro in the spirit realm, Haku tells her
she must cross the river before dark.

•
•
•

When she fails to escape, Haku protects her from Yubaba
He affects her entry into the bathhouse
He advises,“You must make Kamaji give you a job.”

•

•
•

Kamaji can’t use Chihiro’s help, but convinces Lin
to take her to Yubaba, where she can get a job

Kamaji bribes Lin into helping Chihiro
Lin reminds Chihiro to thank Kamaji

Ulterior Motives

Yubaba, bound by oath to give a job to
anyone who ask her, tries to get around
the obligation by stealing the name of the
worker and turning them into animals

Yubaba tells Chihiro she will give her
a job, then has her sign a contract

Yubaba steals the rest of Chihiro’s name, leaving only the kanji for “Sen”

Spirit Helpers

•
•

The soot sprites bring “Sen” her
shoes – she had previously helped
them with their coal duties
Kamaji helps “Sen” when Haku
gets injured

•

•
•

Haku takes “Sen” to see her parents at
the pigpen
He returns her clothing, telling her
she will need them to return home
He tells her to hide the goodbye card,
which contains her real name. “If you
completely forget it you’ll never find
your way home,” Haku tells her

“Sen” bathes the Stink Spirit

•

“Sen” lets No Face into the bathhouse

•

“Sen” saves the Stink Spirit

When the other workers won’t help her, “Sen” works alone

The River Spirit gifts “Sen” an emetic dumpling

“Sen” Continues Helping
•

She forces Haku’s wounded dragon form to swallow it

Though saving it for her parents,
“Sen” shares it with No Face

•

Returning Haku to his human form

“Sen’s” Selflessness

“Sen” journeys to Zeniba’s house via
the one-way train, knowing she may not
make it back. She plans to return
Zeniba’s gold seal to save Haku.
Zeniba curses Boh and turns
him into a mouse. Chihiro asks
Zeniba to remove the curse

Chihiro remembers her name and
Haku’s real name, Kahaku River.
She frees him from the spell.

Because of her selfless pursuit of justice
for her parents, Chihiro succeeds in
saving Haku from Yubaba’s spell.
She saves her parents from beaten eaten
as bacon.
Her kindness provides a home for No
Face, as he stays on with Zeniba.
She saves the Stink Spirit, who rewards
her with the emetic that saves both
Haku and No Face.
Chihiro is thanked by the spirit world
because she gives selflessly.

As the River Spirit says, “Well Done.”

Hayao Miyazaki

The Miyazaki universe is filled with images of human greed and destruction,
along side Nature and the spiritual essences that inhabit the Earth. Many of
his films revolve around the theme that Nature is a benevolent entity, willing
to forgive those who altruistically work to right the wrongs of the greedy.
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